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     ON THE CHEMISORPTION OF CARBON. DIOXIDE 
             BY REDUCED :IRON. [IV]. 

                  Kinetics of the chemisorption. 

                          sy KI91I0 I{A\VAKI'CA. 

    This paper-is the fourth report on a series of investigations" conducted under 
the direction of Professor S. ftoriba dealing with the chemisorption of carbon 
dioxide by reduced iron which is expressible by the consecutive reactions, 

             (i) Fe+(CO,)Ad,-=Fex01.+(CO)Aa,,, 
  •. (II) 2 (Ct7)AM.-C+(CQP)Ade: 

    Here from theoretical considerationsseveral plausible mechanisms and the rate of 
the chetirisorE}tion have been proposed, the validity of which has been tested by 
the experimental results obtained. 

                      Experimental Details. 

    The-reaction rate of thechemisorpflon was determined by the pressure changes measured 
• statically in employing a Pyrex "Spring manometer " and a mercury manometer simult-

aneously. "I tie capacity of the reaction chmnber was-So.gy c.c.;~ Gut, as to the rest, the apparatus 
employed and its manipulation were similar to those descdtxd in the fast report. And-besides, 

     t) In the firot report [K. Kawaki[a, This ,/°erntnl, B, gq-..t r6 (tg3q); 11.75-•Sg (1937).], evidenced 
lending to the proposal of the tortsecutire reacliort for the dmmisorplion xrere given. ALso it was shown 
that reaction (i) took plate at highly activated points and that reaction (ii) might occur at Lsv aetivf 
centres as well In the second report [K. Knwakita, rbid., 10, zm...zu (tq;6); 12, ro5~iiq (ig38)p 
Rot /m~. Arad. Tokyo, 12, 6i.-6; (rq~}), it waspoinled out clot the hither-to undetected increase in 
van der \Vaals' adsnrptiou of carton dioxide nl 0°C. due to the chemisorption at 3oo°C.~goo°G was 
bnatght ti6out by the increase in the total numbtt of the elementary spaces mused by the chemisorption 
reactions. In the third report [K. Kawnkita, Tku Jorrnral, 13. S7--•g5 (1939}J, the ideutifintirm of carbon 
monoxide formed 6y 'reutinn (i) wu mule by the reduction of n pnlladnus salt solution. There some 
thennodymm~ic considerations and cnItulntions were also made and the (ollnwing reactions were proposed 
(or the chetisorption reactions: , 

                    (i) FetC.O,=FeO+CO dP°eyy=+aoq Ktid., 
                  (z),3FeOtCOS=FgO°}CO dF°sas=-i.qi KraL, 
                 f3) 3FetgCOt=FyOatgCO dP°y~=}t.S6 KtaL, t 

                    (q) zC0=Ct CO.r dP°as°-rq•73 Kcal., 
                     (5) 31''ei-zCOi=FeaOatzC dP°~=-z7•bc Kcal_., - -

and it is in(errcd~ that reaction Q) is the primary snr(aoc prooe+s, (z) the successive reaction, (3) the 
resuhant primary. reaclioni (q) Ihe'secondary surface linmess which is cilnlytic and irreversible, and (5) 
the resdtant reaction. caused Lp both carlxm dioxide and raluced iron in the temperature range 6etweea 
3oo°C. and qoo°G.. -
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the purifiption and preparation of the evperimental materials used were also lhe..sameasgiven 

there. In this investigation reduced iron catalysts supported on silica gel as well as those of 

non-supported iron were used: By impregnating silica gel sticks of appropriate length and of ~ '~
~ 

about 5 mm. dinmeterwith an, aqueous nitrate solution of iron, the supported catalyst was-pre-

psred and dried at 3oo°C. and reduced with hydrogen. The silica gel used was prepared by 
introducing an equivalent amount ot-r.oBN~sodium silicate solution into tN hydrochloric acid _ 

while stirring; the silica gel thus formed was washed continuously for several tla`ys;. it was, 

then Cormed into sticks and dried and the final traces of water were eliminated by evacuation ~ .. 
at 3oo°G^V4oo°C. TLe catalysts used in the present investigation are given in Table t. 

                                Table r. 

                          Conditions for the Preparation of Catal}'sts.

CalnlysC Numlxr \Yeight of Catalyst
Temp. of
Reduction

Time of
• ReduUion

Time of 13vacnation
alter Rednetion

1
FaO~-•.Sgoy g.
SiC)r=ro.98oa g. ¢20°C zq hrs. sq hrs. at 36o°C

tl
FyOa=t.Bgoy g.

SiO,_=ro.gSoa g. qto°C z4 hrs. >d hts. at ¢oo°C

I]h FerOa=q.oaoo g. qao°C z4 hrs. z4 ha. at 3yo°C

II [. FerOa=q.oooo g. qm°C zq hrs. zq 4rs. at 36o°C

IIIs PerOa= 4.oaoo g. 4zo°C as hrs. zq hrs. nt ;5o°C

IIT~ FerOn=q.oooo g. 4ao°C zq hrs. ay hrs. xt--;qo°C

IIIs FgOs=q.aotw g. 4ao°C a4 hrs. zq hrs. at ;;a°C

tV FaOa=o.rgaq g.
SiO.=6.659q g. qoo°C z-0 hrs. zq hrs. at qoo°C

V FyOa=t.aor9 g. 4ao°C zq hn. z¢ ha. at ;6o°C

                            Results. 

                  [I~ Velocity of the Chemiamption.. 

    In the consideration of the kinetics of the chemisorp[ion the following factors 

are first taken into account 

   (~) -The velocity of the gaseous molecules reaching the surface. 
   (2) The velocity of adsorption. 

   (3) The velocity o[ diffusion. _ 
   (q) The velocity of reaction. 

   Since velocity (t) is generally regarded as very great, it can be assumed to 
be negligible in our present experiment of the chemisorption ; hence velocity (+) 

can he also supposed to be extremely great. 
    The velocity of diffusion (3) is usually measurable in the reactions behvezn 

ordinary gases and solids, and so is the velocity of reaction (4). The velocities
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(3) and (¢), however; can .not readily be 'disiirfminated. As to, the velocity (q), 
of she two following reactions 

            (i) Pe+(COa),4,,=FexOY+(CO)~ 

reaction (ii) is probably of considerably' t'apid process, and .accordingly reaction (i) 
is regarded- as- rate-determining step of the chemisorption reactions. Considerations 
on (3) and (¢) will be mentioned later The following discussion is made upon, 
the assumption that the velocity of adsorption is so great as to be negligible. 

    If iE is assumed that the adsorption equilibrium is immediately established 
on the surface, then the chemisorption may be considered similar to the catalytic 
reaction in the heterogeneous system, that is, the catalytic reaction followed by 
the self-poisoning action of the reactibn.produc[s.. It is interesting here to examine 
whether the unique method of velocity analysis for the heterogeneous catalytic 
reaction proposed by Professor S. Horiba and Dr: T. Riga] is applicable to our 
chemisorption. 

   If the velocity of the chemisorption is proportional to the fraction (dt) of the 

surface covered with the adsorbed molecules, then we have 

                                       rl d 
           _ 9 _ ~p 

where .C~ and k-are constants , and 6• is a factor depending upon the difference . 
betµ•een the adsorption coefficient of the products formed by the chemisorption and 

     z) S. Ilnriba and T. Ri, BuR. Cbenr. So<. fmprsu, 3,. tS.-~25 (tgzSl 
     3) S. Horilm and T. 12i, T/rjs,joumat 4, 7~~-i3z (tg;o} 

     q) T. Ri, i6fJ., 5, gt.-uz (t93t)-
     5) 5. Horibn nnrl T.. Ri, Rrc. hrsU„ 51, Eqs.-647 ([93t)• 

    (,) 5. Horibn nntl T. ffi, Ni~fmr CakujuRre Kyokni )lokokrr, 7, 5gt...7oz ([g3z). 
     ry) Let B, represent the fraction of Ote surface. covered wint the adsorlH:d molecules, we have 

                                 b,~                           d
'- t+b~+ber+b er+......... ' 

where b„ by (y; etc ore adsorption coefhcients of reacting substance .and reution prodncCS rapedively 
and .they are-pmpnrtiona] to the life remaining nn the sur(aa; f is the pressure of the gas, and s is the -
amount of the rerclion prodoct which is proportional to the amount oC the chemisorption. IC 1'o-P f1'o 
is the initial pressure ~of Ilse reacting gas and p is the pressure of the gas nt any time) is substituted for 
s in Ou equation, it becomes 

                       __ b,r                    6r (
s+(b_+ba+......)Aol-fbe+ba+...-br)P -

If we put 

                       ~
t+fbr+bs+....:...-.)!ro [+ br+ a+...:.....)Po -

thus equation Demmes 
                  Np 
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          that of the-reacting. substances, and' it is a ,constant at a faced temperature. When 
         equation (t) is integrated and the initial conditions are introduced, it becomes; 

          where 

                   ~= t In ~° (p° is the initial pressure) ~ 

            and v= 1'u-P t 

             Let us .examine the- relationship given in equation (z) from the exlierimental 

          resul[s obtained with hvo different kinds of catalysts-non-supported catalysts and ' 
          supported catalysts. 

' E
xpetimenta on the Supported Catalyst.- The supported catalyst in many 

          cases shows the retardation type. For example, the case where the experiment 

         was made at 36o°C: with catalyst I is shown in Fig. t, which clearly indicates 

         the retardation type. 
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       Fig. -[. Chemisorp[ion of Carbon -~ o{3gkm x ro+ 
         dioxide by mtalysl [ n[ 36o°C Fig. z. Chemisorption of carbon dioxide                                ' b

y catalyst II m qoo C. 

   Fig. z shows the result of the experiment made at 4ooeC. with catalyst II, 

which likewise indicates this retardation type. 

   Here. it must be noted that in Expt. z the first order type somewhat makes 

its appearance after the- retardation type as shown in Fig. z. As to the most 

highly active supported catalyst, the type changes from the retardation to the first
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   recognized in .the experiments made with 

   the less active catalysts or at relatively as 

   high reaction temperature. Fig. 3 indi-

   cates the result of the experiment made 

   with catalyst III at ;yo°C. °•s 

       The available surface of the non-

   supported catalyst is clearly small as a °~ 
   compared with that of the supported t 

   catalyst, and accordingly the process of 

   the gaseous molecules diffusing as far as °s 

   the available surface of the catalyst must 

   be simultaneously considered. 

       In fact it has been recognized by many 

   investigators that Fick's diffusion law 

   is well applicable to the sorption bctweeii 

   metals and gases ~"~ 1~Vard'sl derived, 

   from Fick's ditfusion law, the following equation 

            S= za~° ~ Dl 

n 

   and showed that the equation explains the result 

   lion (3) S is the amount of dif(nsfon of the gas, 

   root of dime at a given temperature and a given 

   D are constants. By examining whether the re 

   is applicable to the chemisorptiotr, we find that
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order type according as the most lughly active centre disappears. .In this respect r 
both theor}• and experiment agree with-each other. ~ 

    Experiments on the-Non-supported Catalyst.-The non-supported catalyst is ~ ~ 

somewhat different from the above catalyst. It sometimes' shows the retardatiat .~ 

type, but sometimes does not , ~i 

    (a) The case where the retardation type does not appear : This case is ~! 

i

S

h

O
O

t.3 

I'IR. 3.

 1.7 2S 25 2.9 
ogythn x IOa 
Chemisorptinn of carlmn 

dioxide by catalyst 
  III, al 37o°C:

(3~

results of the experiments. LI equa-

 gas, being proportional to the square 

given surface concentration (ro). rt end 
he relationship given in equation (3) 

that the relationship is fairlq satisfied,

t

i
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Y -..1

     8) E. M. Johnson and Y. Iamx, J. Am. Chzm. Su., 16, 1377 (t9zq). 
     y) Af. V. Lnnilinrd~ Comft. >md., 177, ttb.(igz3). 

     to) J. E. iennard•Jor~, Tswsr. Fnmd. Sw., 28,'333 (193z~ 
    u) 1. [angmuir and J. R. Taglor, Phyr Rev., IU,. 463 (193z)1 4a~ 4z3 (t933)• 

    tz) A. t. IL \Vard, Prow Roy. Soc. [A), 133, 5~ (19311 
     t3) C. J. Smithells, "Gaul rsnd 3frtalt," pp. 77...136 (1937)• 
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for example, as indicated by Fig. 4-:except at the'first and last parts. 

   As the velocity of diffusion behveen metals and gases, )tichardson and other 

investigators have proposed the following equatio t 

                                      n 1 
         D' d ~ ~T e r (4) 

where. ZY is the diffusioa velocity, P the pressure, d the tliicktiess of-the metal, 

and k and b are constants. The diffusion velocity is thus proporfional to 'the 

square root of the pressure at a given temperatere. Being applied to the chemisorp-

Lion, this relationship hobs good except at the last part for example, as shown 

in Fig. 5. - -

       mo 5 

          .~ 4 

     m =~ _ 
   fi ~ 3 

           .°. E 
      ~ q 

z 
     4` 

      r ao T 

r 0 

            o q 8 rz 
                     -~ V f(mins) 

             F .~t~ixrve for the ° 4° !;o tm 
             <Lemsorption of carbon dioxide 

                by catalyst V at 3fio°G - Pig. 5. 1 p.J arve for the chemuorption 
                                             of carlwn dioxide by enlalys[ V al 36o°G 

    From the above considerations i[ can readily be supposed that the chemisorp-

tion by thenon-supported catalyst simultaneously accomlianies the appearance of 

the diffusion velocity. 

    b). The case where the retardation type appears : The retardation type makes 

its appeazance in the experiments made with the non-supported catalysts at com-

paratively low reaction temperatures. For example, the result of the experiment 
made at 33o°C. with catalyst IIIa is shown in Fig 6, which indicates. roughly 

this retardation type. .The case where the experiment nas made at 33o°C. with 

catalyst IIIa is shown in 1~ig: 7; which more clearly indicates the retardation 

type. The . ~ 7aw given in equation (}) was found to_ be applicable to the 

process following the bend D of, the curse in Fig: ~. This fact would most pro-
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' I+ig. 6. Cbemisorplinn of carbon -~ O.g3q.FmxItN 

        dioxide by mlalysl IIIS at 35o°C. Pig. 7. Chemisorplinn of carlmn dioxide                               ' b
y catalyst Ina at 33o°C. 

Ilerly be explained, if we consider that, at low temperatures, the self-poisoning 

action caused by the strong adsorption of reaction products first appears as in the 

experiment of the supported catalyst, and then the diffilsion velocity apliearssimultan-

eousfy. 

         [II] Presence of Active Centres of Different Characters. 

    Liven when the catalyst is saturated with carbon dioxide the decomposition 
of carbon monoxide takes place. b'or example, when catalyst IV was sahlrated

So
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with carbon dioxide at ;5o°C. and reacted with carbon monoxide at the same 

temperature, the decomposition was brought .about as shown in Fig. 8. 

    When v-rkm is plotted according to the result; Fig: g is obtained , in which 
                                 the appearance of the retardation type is 

    r.a5 .                                    evident. 
                                   Here in this case, . 

     r.og 
                                      t Pn                                                    k

,,, c-)n                                              < 2p
t-po 

~ °'85 (pr is the pressure at time t), 
a o.6 From the above experiments, it may 5 
1 be said that even the catalyst saturated 

                                 with carbon dioxide still retains some 
   o.q5-

                                   of its active centres which can effect the 

  o.ag decomposition of carbon monoxide, ]t is 
                                   thus considered. that on the surface of 

                                   the reduced iron there exist the active 
     • o 

-. z.6kmxlo'A aG centres of the following two different 
     Fig. 9. D°eomposition of cnrhoq monoxide characters for the reactions (i) and (ii) in. 

       al ;5o°C in the preseneeof reduced iron 
          sarumtea wiur caFbon a;oxide. the cheniisorpHon 

            (i) Fet(CO~)~,,=FexOv+(CO),,,, 

   If (i) and (ii) were to take place on the same centres, iC is readily seen that 

the above results would never be obtained. 

             [III Activation Energy of the Chemisorption. 
   Employing catalyst IIh~, the effect of temperature on the chemisorptioti was 

investigated , they experimental conditions are given iil Table z aitd the result, is 

plotted in Fig. to. 
                              Table a 

      
_ Experimental Conditions.

IXI

Expt. Reaction Te~n'p°rnhsre Initinl Pressure

37o°C 2$2.2 mm. Hg.

2

3

4

37o°C

37o°C

35o°C

287A mm. Hg.

2ga8 nun. IIg:

z85.q mm.Ilg.

5 35o°C z8o.8 mm. Hg.

6

7

3

33o°C

y}o°C

36o°C

277.q~mm. Hg.

z3z.7 mm. Hg.

x89.8 mm. IIg..

J 37o°C 285.0 mm. Hg.
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     Fg. [o. ChemLsogotion of rarlron dioxide by calalysl IIIt_5 at 37o°C. (I•:xpls. [,z,3, and 9L_ 
        36o°C. (t:zpt. 8), 35o°C. (1•:xpts. q end 5), 3qo°(1 (lixpt. 7); and 33o°C. (Ezpt. 6). 

   Let [represent the time required to chemisorb a given amoimt of carbon 
dioxide ([ toy c.c. under standard conditions) and T the absolute temperature. 
If the logarithm of t is plotted on the abscissa against r~T on the ordinate the 

relationship becomes as shown in Fig. it 
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         h5g. n. Tnflue>ke of lemperatur on' the chemiwrption of carbon dioxide 

                 by reduced iron (m[alyst IIIt.-s) . in Uie temperature 

                      ' range between 37o°f. and 3;;o°C 

From Fig. t t, n•e obtain 37.o Kcal./g. mol for the apparent heat 

 TI»s value may vary slightly, depending on the conditions of the 
of the catal~•sts, but it lies between 3o and ¢O Kcal/g. mol

of activa-

 prepara-

for non,-
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  supported and supported catalysts when the reducing tempo;atures of the catalysts 

  are of a small difference from one another. 

                          Summary. 

      I) The kinetics of the chemisorption. has been studied, and it~hasbecn found 

  that the tnethod of analysis of the reaction velocity ilt the heterogeneous system 

  first introduced by Professor S. Horiba and Dr. T. }Zi is applicable in the present 

  chemisorptioir phenomenon. 

      3) The presence of active centres of different characters on dle surface of 
  the catalysts has been observed. -

      3) The apparent heat of activation of the chemisorption has been found to be 

  37 Kcal./g.-mol. 

      The author wishes to take this opportunity to express his thanks and appre-
  ciation to Professor S. Horiba for his guidance throughout [he course of this work. 
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